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Abstract
Video synopsis is a technique that creates summary of the video or it can converts the abstraction of selected frames. This innovative
approach permits the organizations to review long videos in minutes. It is more convenient to superimpose objects on to the static background and parallel displaying events to generate video synopsis. In this, paper a propelled noiseless video synopsis technique, which
utilizes object-extracting method for vital objects. Along this technique spatial and temporal coherence cost is used to maintain time and
position of the important objects. The proposed method will generate video spots and seam craving method to reduce the input (original)
video. Finally, experimental results gives that our proposed method can produce a large reducing ratio, while preserving all the important
objects of choice. Therefore, this noiseless approach can facilitate users to watch the surveillance video with greater accuracy.
Keywords: Seam Carving; Spatial Coherence; Temporal Coherence; Video Analysis.

1. Introduction
In the last decade a lot of police work cameras have been deployed
and employed in transportation hubs, ATMs and many alternative
public or non-public facilities. Thanks to the decreasing cost of
deploying cameras, it's a lot of easier and cheaper to surveille a
selected location. With the event of the web, millions of police
work videos are transmitted through the web. This would need
viewing in time period to see if there are any vital events and additionally establish any suspicious behavior for an outsized quantity
of captured video by corporations and security organizations.
However, while not the assistance of extended man power support,
most police work videos are ne'er watched or analyzed. Thus, the
most challenge has been a way to process police work video so
one will browse and retrieve important elements within the handiest and timely manner.

2. Related works
One example may be a video abstract based mostly technique, that
has the flexibility to preserve the integrity of moving objects within the compressed domain [1]. Another viable approach is image
retargeting. Due to its distinctive feature of fixing the image resolution while not affecting the necessary elements, this approach
has been extensively studied within the past [2], [3], together with
its extension to stereoscopic images [4], and videos [5]. Retargeting can be effective for protective necessary data.
Various approaches to calculate video digests are proposed,
among that the only is quick forward [6] [8]. It is based on skipping individual frames in keeping with a selected rate; so limiting
its capability as solely entire frames is removed. As a result, the
condensation rate of quick forward is relatively low. In distinction,
video account, which extracts key frames and presents them as a

plot, has a very high condensation rate [9]. However, it's going to
lose all the dynamic content of the initial video as solely key
frames are presented. Another approach, video paste-up, extracts
relevant spatial-temporal segments of the video and combines
them into a digest video [10]–[13]. The limitation of such Associate in Nursing approach is that it's going to cause content loss and
its quality is kind of high.
Video abstract may be a compact illustration of video that permits
efficient browsing and retrieval. this method is in a position to
generate digest video from the initial version. Generally, video
synopsis foremost defines objects of interest and handles them as
tubes in frame of reference volume. Then every object is temporary shifted to avoid collision between totally different objects.
during this method, a condensed digest video is generated. It ought
to be noted that in distinction to different techniques, condensed
video generated by video abstract is in a position to specific the
whole dynamics of the scene. Additionally, video abstract might
amendment the relative timing between objects so as to cut back
temporal redundancy as much as doable [14].
Authors in [15]–[17] have projected a technique to condense video
from frame of reference video volume by extending seam-carving
[3] in 2-D pictures, that was recently projected for image retargeting. [15] made Associate in Nursing economical spatio-temporal
group to try and do seam carving for outline video. [16] incised
sheet from the frame of reference volume of video. In [17], the
authors proposed the new construct of ribbon-carving (RC) in
frame of reference video volume. totally different from intensitybased price operate for seam-carving, RC uses Associate in Nursing activity-based price operate. In this way, RC is in a position to
recursively carve ribbons so as to get digest video by minimizing
Associate in Nursing activity-aware price operate with dynamic
programming. additionally, ribbon-carving uses a flex-parameter
so as to trade-off the anachronism of events and video condensation rate [17]. The trade off is that the condensation rate of RC is
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kind of restricted since it solely carves the pixels of the static
background.
In [5], key casings are figured in light of unsupervised learning for
video recovery and video rundown by mix of shot limit identification, intra-shot-bunching and key frame "meta-grouping". It misuses the Shading Design Descriptor (CLD) [6], on back to back
casings and process contrasts between them characterize the limits
of each shot. As of late, dynamic programming methods have been
proposed in the writing, for example, the MINMAX approach [7]
of to extricate the key casings of a video succession. In this work,
the issue is unravelled ideally in O (N2 · Kmax), where Kmax is
identified with the rate-contortion streamlining. In [8], a video is
spoken to as an entire undirected chart and the standardized slice
calculation is done to all around and ideally parcels the chart into
video groups. The subsequent groups shape a coordinated worldly
diagram and a briefest way calculation is proposed for video synopsis.
In this paper, we propose a novel video synopsis approach to
compute video digest. Based on seam carving [3] video retargeting,
our proposed approach is consisting two modules. The first is
Video retargeting using seam carving able to reduce the nonobject content, as well as the redundancy in the movement of objects, and second is video synopsis by comparison the distortion
between the sequential frames in the video. In this way, we may
condense a video in a high ratio while preserving the important
motion of objects.
The remainder organized as follows. Firstly, we introduce our
proposed video synopsis method in Section II, in which we include video retargeting by using spatial and temporal coherence
followed by minimization of sequential distortion between the
frames. Then we evaluate the performance of our proposed method in Section III. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section IV.

3. Proposed method
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if interior, |I(i, j + 1) − I(i, j − 1)| +
|I(i − 1, j) − I(i, j − 1)|
CL (I, J) = {
if border|I(i − 1, j) − I(i, j − 1)|
CV (i, j) = I(i, j + 1) − I(i, j − 1)
CR (i, j) = {

if interior, |I(i, j + 1) − I(i, j − 1)| +
|I(i − 1, j) − I(i, j + 1)|
if border, |I(i − 1, j) − I(i, j + 1)|

Seam carving algorithm is applied after calculating the compound
energy. Dynamic programming is used to solve the complex issues. This procedure requires more time and may not produce
better results. So the frame under goes quality checks before carving the seam right after seam removal computation. The similarity
of the processed frame and the original frame defines the cost. To
measure the similarity, bi-Directional warping can be used especially in video retargeting. The cost may be increased due to the
computation of similarity of the complete image. To reduce the
cost we calculate the window where the seam is removed and
measure the similarity. There is no need to evaluate the similarity
at the remaining positions because those are unaffected by the
algorithm.

3.2. Temporal coherence cost
As said earlier the seam carving algorithm must be applied to
individual frames because there may be chances of occurrence of
artifacts if applied directly to a video. We identify the videos
which are recorded from a static camera arrangement or dynamic
camera arrangement.
In static camera arrangement, the recorded video background remains same throughout the video. For this, the sum of the difference between the frames can be calculated with equation (2).

In video retargeting, the effort needs to traverse through spatial
and temporal coherence.

∑l−1
i=0 Fi (x, y) − Fi+1 (x, y)

3.1. Spatial coherence cost

This gives the difference map that consists of the overall motion
of the object in the image and the seams calculated for the first
frame are directly applied to next frames. Here the cost is effective.

In this, the seam carving operator which was proposed by Shai
Avidan et al. by calculating the energy of the image we look forward to seams to be carved is used. Saliency map is used to identify the significant contents of the image. The saliency regions can
be found out by considering a range of frequencies of different
pixels i.e. using band pass filters. The saliency map will high
lighten the significant objects in the frame with perfect borders as
shown in the fig 1.

Fig. 2: A) Seams in Static.

Fig. 1: (A) Saliency Map (B) Canny Detection (C) Output Image with
Clear Edges.

In some cases, the edges were formed by the noise. This problem
can be rectified by using canny detection. This technique uses
gradients of Sobel and finds the strong edges. The weak edges in
the image are suppressed based on thresholding and the noise can
be reduced by using the Gaussian filter. The addition of saliency
map and canny detected image gives the image with significant
contents with strong edges so as to preserve them.

Fig. 2: B) Difference Map.

In dynamic camera arrangement, the video background changes
from time to time. Here we are not using difference map because
the object motion tracking is difficult. So we are using the previous seam in order to find the present seam of the frame. The
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searching for the pixels near the previous seam is based on thresholding.
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video contortion is consecutively limited by the proposed strategies coming about to the video outline.

Fig. 4: Using Frame1 Seam to Frame2.

If the seam is not found the new seam is calculated for the present
frame. Before calculating the new seam the coherence cost Tc(i,j)
is added to the energy map of the frame. These techniques can
reduce the artifacts in the video.
Tc = |I(i, j) − Sl−1 (j)|

3.3. Methodology for video synopsis
The issue of video abstract has a place with video synopsis issues.
Its objective is to make another video, shorter than the underlying
video as indicated by guaranteed parameter α, without noteworthy
loss of substance between the two recordings (the mutilation between the first video and the video rundown is limited). The proportion between the transient span of the video abstract and the
underlying video is equivalent to β ∈ [0, 1]. Give N a chance to
mean the number edges of the unique video. At that point, the
video summary comprises of β:N outlines. In this manner, we
need to choose the·N delegate key casings. The telecom of the
video abstract is finished with the first edge proportion implying
that the genuine speed of the new video has been expanded by the
factor of 1 α all things considered. For instance, we have a video
with 5 sec term with 25 outlines/sec, so the entire video is comprised of 5× 25 = 125 outlines and the given parameter α = 0.2 the
last video will have 125×0.2 = 25 outlines. At the end of the day,
the last length will be one sec, which is 20% of starting the video.
Let Li, i ∈ {1... K} mean the visual descriptor of I-edge of the
unique video. Let S ⊂ {1... K} indicate the edges of video abstract.
As indicated by the issue definition, it holds that the quantity of
edges of video abstract (|S|) is equivalent to β: K. At that point, the
mutilation D ({1... K}, S) between the first video and video rundown is given by the accompanying condition:
s(1)

D({1 … … K}, S) = ∑i=1 d(i, S(1)) + ∑N
i=S(|S|)+1 d(i, S|S|) +
∑s(|s|)
i=S(1)+1 minS(j)≤i≤S(j+1) (d(i, S(j)), d(i, S(j+)
Where d (i, S (j)) signifies the separation between the visual descriptor of I-outline what's more, S (j)- outline. S (j) and S (j + 1)
are two progressive edges of video summary with the goal that S (j)
≤ i ≤ S (j + 1), this implies S(j) is controlled by the list I. The first
and the second parts of this entirety concern the cases that the
casing i is situated before the primary key casing S (1) or after the
last key casing S(|S|), separately. In this manner, the utilized bending that is characterized by the entirety [4]of visual separates between the casing of unique video and the "nearest" relating edge
of video summary, can be considered as an augmentation of the
meaning of Iso-Content Contortion rule in the space of shots.

3.4. Low noise model (LDM)
Fig. 1 gives a method of the proposed system block diagram. This
method has several steps to execute. First, we calculate the gray
layout includes for all the frames in the original video. Based on
the shot detection results and to the given parameter β we estimate
the number of frames per shot that the video synopsis. Finally, the

Fig. 5: Block Diagram of the Proposed Work.

The proposed technique can be executed under any decision or
blend of sound/visual substance descriptors. Descriptors in view
of picture division come about or, on the other hand on camera
movement estimation procedures are computationally costly. Additionally, there is no certification that their outcomes will be exact for any video content variety. To conquer these issues, we
embrace the MPEG-7 visual descriptors as proper highlights, for
example, the Shading Format Descriptor (CLD), a minimal effort
and minimized descriptor, which gets the job done to portray easily the progressions in the visual substance of a shot. These descriptors have been effectively utilized on our pre mentioned take
a shot at key casings extraction issues. The CLD is a smaller descriptor that utilizations agent hues on a network took after by a
DCT and encoding of the subsequent coefficients. We utilized the
accompanying semi -metric work D to quantify the substance
separation of two CLDs, {DY, DCb, DCr} and {DY’, DCb’, DCr’}
2

2

D = √∑i(DYi − DYi′ ) + √∑i(DCbi − DCb′i ) +
√∑i(DCri − DCri′ )2
Where (DY, DCb, DCr) represent the ith DCT coefficients of the
respective elements.
This segment displays the proposed Low Noise model for video
summary creation. This technique chooses bk outlines for the k
shot, with the goal that the mutilation between the first video and
the video rundown is successively limited. The requesting of key
edges choice compares to their criticalness on content depiction.
Give Ckn a chance to signify the arrangement of competitor edges
of shot k for video outline. At first, we set CK n = SHn. Give Sk a
chance to be the casings of video abstract of shot k. At first, we set
Sn = ∅. For each shot k, we iteratively select the edge f from CK n
so that in the event that we incorporate it in set Sn the present video contortion of shot n is limited (see Condition 2). Next, we expel it from set CKn and we include it on set Sn:
f = argminu∈CKn ∑i∈SHk D(SHn , Sn ∪ u)
CK n = CK n − {f}, Sn = Sn ∪ f
At the point when the quantity of key casings of shot k progress
toward becoming bk discharge set (CKn = ∅), since we cannot
choose more casings from this shot. The procedure proceeds to the
point that the quantity of key edges of video summation move
toward becoming α.N. concerning the computational cost, this
technique can be actualized in P (K2). The most pessimistic scenario is showed up when the video comprises of one shot. In this
case, it holds that (K = |SH1|). In the begin (clench hand step), the
finding of worldwide minima of D ({1... K}, ∅) needs P (K2) (see
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Condition 1). In the n-venture of the strategy, we need to figure D
({1... N}, S ∪ u) just when the past or the next key casing of u is
the last key edge that have been included S in past step (n−1). Else,
it holds that D ({1, ...,k}, S∪U) = D({1, ...,N}, S). This needs O
(K2 n2), since the video content changes "easily" as in the chosen
outlines are about similarly disseminated amid the time. Let T (.)
mean the calculation cost of the calculation. It holds that T (1) = P
(K2). In the nstep, we need to locate the base of D(., .) that can be
given in O(K) and to refresh the particular estimations of D(…) in
P(K2 n2 ). In this way, the aggregate computational cost is P (K2).

4. Results
We processed different videos taken from static and dynamic arrangements using distortion less seam carving and compared our
results with the seam crop technique. Bunny video consisting of
64 frames are reduced from 150x150 to 120x150 the objects frame
are preserved and when differentiated with the seam crop the
squirrel lost in the frame is preserved by video retargeting(fig 6).
Golf video consisting of 83 frames are reduced from 256x150 to
200x150 the objects frame are preserved and when differentiated
with the seam crop the tree lost in the frame is preserved(fig 7).
The video from motion camera, water -ski was processed and
differentiated (fig 8). We end up with the LDM based video synopsis.
The proposed strategies LDM method has been contrasted and the
substance equidistant and time equidistant calculations in similar
informational collections and same arrangement of parameters α
=0.1 and α =0.3.The substance equidistant calculation (CEA) is
roused by the work, where the iso-content rule has been proposed
to appraise the key edges that are equidistant in video content.

Table 1: The Distortion
Video Synopsis
α=0.1
Data set
LDM
Toy
19209
Coast-guard 6962.7
golf
3913.8

D ({1... N}, S) between the Original Video and
α=0.1
CEA
21814
7486.6
4309.1

α=0.1
TEA
22069
7079.9
4444.4

α=0.3
LDM
6755.1
2562.4
2137

α=0.3
CEA
7738.2
2669.5
2228.1

α=0.3
TEA
8992.2
4146.4
3863

Table 1 shows the bending D ({1... N}, S) between the first video
and video outline of LDM, CEA, TEA techniques under the ten
utilized video groupings with α = 0.1 and α = 0.3.
As per these tests, LDM yields the most astounding execution
comes about, beating alternate calculations, since in 95% of cases
(19 out of 20) gives the least bending.
At the point when α = 0.3 is dependably the second most astounding execution strategy. At the point when α = 0.1, in 70% of cases
is the second most elevated execution strategy. Furthermore, in
foreman.avi, LDM gives the least twisting when α = 0.1.

4.1. Limitations and future scope
There are some of the limitations. The Computation time of the
process is more. If the advancements in the image retargeting
technique clear the problem of computation time. If there is more
number of important objects in the frame we are helpless to get a
good result. Handling the shadowing problem is difficult.
In the LDM video synopsis technique, the results and comparisons
with existing methods are compared. Our LDM method on a large
set of data is executed which consists real time videos. The real
time videos are taken from indoor or outdoor environments.
In future, we will work on the 3D videos which will become a
burning issue. The computation time must be reduced depends on
the advancements in the image anlysing techniques.
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